[Status of cardiorespiratory polysomnographic diagnosis in the sleep laboratory].
The different types of sleep related breathing and cardiovascular disorders are well known and defined nowadays. Thereby it is possible to present a configuration by which a cardiorespiratory sleep laboratory is enabled to perform a complete differential diagnosis. This configuration consists of the function sleep with EEG, EOG and EMG, the function respiration with respiratory effort, respiratory flow and oxygen saturation, and the cardiovascular function with ECG and blood pressure if indicated. Continuous monitoring by videocamera and a patient call system with a technician present during the entire recording time must be assured. Recording and evaluation of all signals can be done with chart polygraphs or with computer systems if they provide a high-resolution graphic monitor. Automatic sleep analysis systems support evaluation of polysomnograms. But automatic analysis of sleep stages as well as automatic analysis of respiratory disorders needs visual counterchecking before results can be accepted. On the basis of today's knowledge recommendation for the setting of a sleep laboratory were set and new sleep labs are controlled on a voluntary basis by a commission of the German society for sleep research and sleep medicine. This first step of quality control is introduced to establish a procedure to keep quality of diagnosis and treatment on a high level in this medical specialty.